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Good morning!
Happy Friday!

A huge happy birthday to Niiiaaammmmhhhhhhh (I hope you have all 
said it in your heads how you know I would say it out loud)! We all 
know how you will spend your birthday- talking. Infact, I wouldn't be 
surprised if you had already sung yourself multiple renditions of 'Happy 
Birthday' in the gaps between having anyone to talk to. Enjoy your day 
seeing your mum. I know you have missed her and have been looking 
forward to being reunited for your special day. Have a day as special as 
you are Niammmmhhh!



Maths



Today is the final day of place value before we 
move on to the four operations. Like yesterday, 
there will be answers after each question.



1

6

80 or 8 tens

thousands

hundreds



a)  4,523,102

b) 6,715, 420

c) 8,710, 245

d) 9,432, 104

Example



a) 4,523,102

4,000,000 + 500,000 + 20,000 + 3,000 + 100 + 2

b) 6,715, 420

6,000,000 + 700,000 + 10,000 + 5,000 + 400 + 20

c) 8,710, 245

8,000,000 + 700,000 + 10,000 + 200 + 40 + 5

d) 9,432, 104

9,000,000 + 400,000 + 30,000 + 2,000 + 100 + 4





Instead of doing 200 x 5000, do 2 x 5 = 10 then add all the extra zeros.

You get 1,000,000





824,650 subtract 40,000 = 784,650

Instead of subtracting 40,000 Dora actually took 
away 4,000 by mistake.





6,000,000 5,000

1,000 1

40,000 2,000 500

311,042



Finish up this week with a 
quick 15 minute burst on 

TTRS.



Reading
Read this for fun!











SPaG
Log in to spag.com and redo the test on semicolons and colons.

You should find it easier this time!



English







https://1drv.ms/v/s!AhDlUtxHYLtAhv
QrguTGnBIUz5upFA?e=iAGWbZ

https://1drv.ms/v/s!AhDlUtxHYLtAhvQrguTGnBIUz5upFA?e=iAGWbZ


Task Use the pictures from the video to generate vocabulary. .






